Gli aggettivi e i pronomi possessivi 9.4

Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined part with the correct pronoun.

1. That t-shirt is my t-shirt.
   mine

2. This dog is Jack's.

3. Is this my dictionary or your dictionary?

4. Are those shoes Mary's ones?

5. This car is a present for Jack and Karen.

6. The white jeans are my mother's jeans.

7. Their exam and our one were the same.

8. His present is better than my present.

9. This computer is his computer.

10. Our collection is more precious than their collection.

Soluzioni:
(1) mine (2) his (3) yours (4) hers (5) theirs (6) hers (7) ours (8) mine (9) his (10) theirs
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